We have to demand that the regulators use their powers to ensure that there is not an
artificial shortage of medicine to treat the most vulnerable who inevitability contract the
COVID-19 Coronavirus! They are artificially manufacturing a horrifically destructive crisis by
refusing to do so, and it’s time to send a message to our government. We can not allow our
judicial system to be suspended and the right of trial by jury as well as the right of people to
petition the government for a redress of grievances and the right of candidates to campaign
against the present rulers by banning assemblies. They have rejected our right to democracy by
denying the vote of the people in November of 2019 regarding Initiative 976, and are illegally
forcing citizens to pay fees that both republicans and democrats voted to reject. They have
even attempted to deny all citizens of their second amendment right to purchase arms for the
defense of themselves and their families as a response to the artificially manufactured crisis.
The right to assemble is meant for people of every gender, ethnicity, religion, class, age
and political affiliation. It is not a discriminatory law. It is the most important protection for
citizens that must be preserved because without it all other constitutional protections are
inevitability lost. It is vital for the preservation of our freedom, our wealth and our lives.
Protests are erupting in China and soon throughout Europe as a means of civil resistance
against the emerging threat of a global tyranny. The first amendment has been the supreme
law of the United States since the year 1791 and includes that the freedom to peacefully
assemble shall not be abridged, denied or disparaged from the citizens of the United States.
We can not LEGALLY be arrested for assembling. If we don’t USE our rights then we will LOSE
our rights.
Medicines such as Remdesivir have been used by clinicians in Washington State hospitals
to effectively treat elderly patients who have contracted COVID-19! Instead of focusing on
production & distribution of the medicine, our politicians focus only on isolating and
separating people and shutting down their businesses. All the while, people are still
transacting currency which is not sterilized, rendering the entire shut down useless as
everyone touches money and money touches everyone. On April 2nd, Governor Jay Inslee
extended the lockdown. We are told that it will be reevaluated in the last month of spring and
if the death tolls don’t go down then he has suggested a Wuhan style lockdown of society.
Without doing everything in our power to make sure that the medicine is produced and
distributed to all the hospitals in the necessary amounts, the death rate is guaranteed to rise
and the orchestrated lockdown of our economy and our people is guaranteed to continue until
a point of absolutely no return. The only emergency is the lack of production and distribution
of medicine to treat COVID-19 because regulators and bureaucrats have lied to the American
people that there is no medicine proven to work when our hospitals in Washington have been
using Remdesivir to treat the virus.
(continued on next page)

The United Nations has plotted a global takeover of sovereign nations since 1946, and as
of the end of 2019, their leadership has been transferred to China. We know that China has
lied astronomically about their numbers of deceased from infection. It is now understood
internationally that death by COVID-19 in China has been exponentially higher than what
they’ve reported. Total lockdown did not save lives in China, nor has it saved lives in Italy. It did,
however, allow a brand new level of control over their people. The Chinese, including doctors,
have been censored about the virus by their central communist party since the outbreak began.
Europeans and people in the United States are also being censored by major internet
conglomerates like Google which is now ran by China.

ONLY MEDICINE AND IMMUNITY WILL SAVE LIVES!

EXPOSE THE TRUTH!

TELL EVERYONE!

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEMAND THAT AMERICA IS SOVEREIGN AND THAT OUR PEOPLE ARE
FREE!

IT’S NOW OR NEVER!
PREPARE FOR CIVIL ACTION!

”For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against
the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces
of evil in the heavenly realms.”
~Ephesians 6:12

“What country can preserve it's liberties if their rulers are not warned from
time to time that their people preserve the spirit of resistance?”
~Thomas Jefferson

